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W E L C O M E

to the future

Our homes say a lot about us and what we think is important in life. Home is
a sanctuary, where we can rest, relax, enjoy time and grow. And nothing
beats the feeling of turning that home into a luxury.

A Smart Home is basically a home that its lighting, ACs, TVs,
entertainment audio & video systems, security, camera systems
etc are capable of communicating with one another and can be
controlled remotely.
The benefits of a smart home cannot be over emphasized. A Smart Home
provides its home owners security, entertainment, energy efficiency, safety
and convenience at all times, regardless of whether anyone is home.

A Smart home coordinates the technology in
your life into complete brilliant interactions
that fit into your lifestyle and are easy for you
and your family to enjoy.
With one touch, you can dim the lights, check
on the cameras in your kids' rooms. Or you can
have your house respond to your schedule and
settings without touching a button at all.

There are smart devices available today - door

Why

locks, TVs, light bulbs, sensors, fire alarms,

SMARTHOMES?

devices together and make them work

cameras etc. Our system brings all these
together seamlessly and in unison.
And that, is when your home has become truly
smart.

Our Smart home design coordinates virtually
all the connected devices in your home to
create a personalized experience customized
only for you, to maximize your comfort,
convenience, entertainment, security & safety.
.

Here's to THE NEW NORMAL

WELCOME TO A

BETTER, SMARTER LIVING EXPERIENCE

LIGHTING CONTROL
AC AUTOMATION
VIDEO ACCESS CONTROL

OUR SMART HOME

SOLUTIONS

CCTV SURVEILLANCE
MULTI ROOM MUSIC
MULTI ROOM VIDEO & IP TV
HOME CINEMA
FIRE & BURGLAR ALARM
USER INTERFACE & CONTROLLER

SMART LIGHTING
Smart Switches
Smart Dimmers
Smart LED Bulbs
Smart LED Strips
Smart Sockets

Smart lighting brings elegance, ambiance,
convenience and energy efficiency to
your whole home.

It’s easy to raise or dim any light
in the room— or entire house
—right from a touch screen.

ELEGANT AND
EFFICIENT LIGHTING
Smart lighting is one of the
biggest opportunities for you
to subtly, but effectively,
influence the ambiance of
your home
and complement the
aesthetics of its decor.
You can turn on the entire
room—or multiple rooms—
with a single light switch, and
dim the illumination to
whatever level you desire,
from your mobile phone.
Smart lighting is both
beautiful and energy efficient.

LIGHTING THAT IS
BRILLIANT

SMART
LIGHTING
Design meets sophistication

Wireless lighting provides
sophisticated style in sleek color
configurations, guaranteed to
complement the beauty of your
home.

Wireless lighting is
guaranteed to complement
the beauty of any home, new
or old, large or small.
Customizable buttons allow
you to control more than just
lighting—including music,
movies, and more—with a
simple press.

Customizable buttons allow you to
control more than just lighting—
including music, movies and more—
with a simple press. Turn on or off
multiple rooms, or the entire house,
with one tap.

EXPERIENCE
BRILLIANT
POSSIBILITIES
Turn on/off multiple
rooms or the entire
house with one tap, have
the lights illuminate in
the theater when the
pause button is pressed,
and lights can turn off
automatically when the
room is unoccupied.

Smart lighting is both beautiful and
energy efficient. Giving you the
opportunity to subtly, but effectively,
influence the ambiance of your home
and complement the aesthetics of its
decor.

AC AUTOMATION
Total comfort at your disposal.
Enjoy a consistently comfortable
and inviting home that
automatically
responds to your life and maximizes
energy savings.
Cooling
Climate Control

COOLING
Enjoy personalized comfort settings

Wireless thermostats maintain consistent
temperature and humidity control.

CLIMATE CONTROL THAT’S
SMART & ENERGY EFFICIENT
Integrate your automation
system with your existing HVAC
systems.
Adjust climate settings at the
thermostat or through the userinterface from a touch screen or
smartphone. Allow temperature
and humidity to adjust
according to the season..
Enjoy personalized comfort
settings that can be activated on
a schedule, with just a few taps
on your phone or touch screen,
or by voice.

VIDEO ACCESS
CONTROL
Communicate with all your entry points
from anywhere in the world.
From front doors to side doors and gates,
Open your doors from anywhere.

VIDEO DOOR INTERCOM

An integrated home automation and
access control system will provide
greater control over your security

SMART ACCESS CONTROL
The Door Station provides an
exceptional Video and Audio
Intercom experience in
combination with Video
Intercom touch screens to
provide customers the ability to
monitor and communicate with
their front doors, gates or
entryways.
Our Smart locks offer a virtual
key to your home, giving you the
ability to lock and unlock your
doors from anywhere in the
world, and alerting you to who is
coming and going.

CCTV
SURVEILLANCE
Intelligent security gives you peace
of mind knowing your family is safe
and secure, while at home or away.
Check in on things at home from
wherever you are.

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
SYSTEMS
Our home surveillance
systems are so much more
than a crime deterrent, they
allow you to keep an eye on
the many activities in and
around your home.
Our cameras are motion
triggered systems, they
automatically record activity
when human presence is
detected and then alert you to
the new video.
View live and recorded video
remotely from you mobile
device or laptop.
Cameras are available in SD
and HD formats, including
infrared night-vision – so you
never miss a thing. Cameras
can also be integrated into
your home automation
system.

Our IP Cameras provide
exceptional, high-definition
video viewable on touch
screens, televisions, or smart
phones—at home or anywhere
in the world

SURVEILLANCE = PEACE OF MIND

ENTERTAINMENT
MULTI ROOM MUSIC
MULTI ROOM VIDEO & IP TV
HOME CINEMA
Enjoy your favourite music and videos in just
one room or throughout your home.
High quality AV distribution and control

ALL THE MUSIC YOU WANT
ALL OVER YOUR HOUSE

Music at your fingertips. Send music
from virtually any source

IMMERSIVE MULTI
ROOM AUDIO
Change the way you listen to
music—forever. Fill your entire
home with music or listen to a
specific playlist in
just one room.
Enjoy access to millions of songs
and thousands of artists
through popular streaming
services—such as Pandora,
TIDAL, Deezer, Rhapsodey,
TuneIn, and iTunes
Send music from virtually any
source, including your
smartphone or tablet, to any
room in your house.

All your TV shows, everywhere in
the home

SIMPLIFIED MULTI ROOM
VIDEO
Distribute video throughout the
house so that you can enjoy
beautiful, 4K high-definition content
in every room.
With multi-room video, everyone
can enjoy the same movie or watch
what they want, wherever they
want.

WATCHALL
EVERTYHING
YOU
WANT
THE MUSIC YOU
WANT
ANYWHERE IN THE HOME

• Browse your movie library and
video streaming services like Netflix,
Hulu and Amazon Fire from any TV,
touch screen or mobile device—
anywhere in the house.
• Each room has access to every
video source and an intuitive, onscreen interface

CUSTOMIZED HOME
THEATRE
Home cinema that rivals any
other. Immersive high-resolution
audio,
high-definition video, best-inclass surround sound, an
enormous projection screen, and
customized
lighting to complete the
experience.
Watch video from multiple
sources, including media players,
hard drives and portable devices.
Control everything with a single,
easy-to-use remote or elegant
touch screen.
Enjoy smart lighting throughout
the room that dims when you
press “play” and ramps back up
when you press “pause.”
Perfect home theater seating
designed with media viewing in
mind.

JAW-DROPPING
HOME CINEMA

SAFETY
FIRE ALARM
GAS DETECTORS
MOTION SENSORS
DOOR & WINDOW SENSORS
PANIC BUTTON

Smart smoke sensors detects smoke
or gas leakage

SAFE AND SECURE
Receive alerts when someone enters
the house, the garage door is left
open,
or a leak is detected in the basement.
Intelligent security puts peace of mind
at your fingertips so you can rest
assured that all is safe.

SAFETY ...while home or away

Lock every door and arm the alarm, all
with a single touch directly from an
intuitive user interface on a
touchscreen, TV or mobile device.
Receive a text alert when the system
senses trouble, including smoke from
fire

USER INTERFACE
& CONTROLLER
Wall Mounted Touchscreen
Table Top Touchscreen
Voice Controller
Remote Controller
Our User Interfaces are designed with you
in mind.
From remotes to touch screens to voice
commands, we let you have total control.

“ALEXA, TURN ON THE LIVING ROOM”

Introducing Voice Control for luxury
smart home features

SLEEK, INTUITIVE USER
INTERFACE
Your Smart Home will most likely
rely on a variety of interfaces,
each one designed for simple
and easy access to the features
you use most. It may be as
simple as a remote control for
your audio/video experience, a
touch screen to browse your
movies and music, a keypad that
replaces many different light
switches, or your mobile device
or tablet while you’re in the back
yard or away from your home.

COMFORTABLE
& INVITING

SMARTER
CONTROL
Design meets innovation

No matter where life takes
you, easily check-in on your
home using a smartphone to
ensure everything is just
right. Our systems are
designed to match the way
you live, create experiences
that reflect your personality
and help you live more
comfortably.

Our Touch control screen delivers
dedicated and elegant control with
stunning, high resolution graphics.
Control services throughout a home
or facility, including audio, video,
climate, security and much more.

COMFORT AT ITS BEST
Direct your home from your
favorite seat with our elegant
remote. The Pro Remote gives
you control of all your
entertainment, lighting, climate
control, and more. Quickly recall
scenes or favorite channels using
the built-in voice control.

Wall interface provides full
control where you need it with
high-resolution touch screens.

COMFORT
Automated Windows Blind
Wireless Intercom
High Speed Internet

Enjoy a comfortable and inviting home that
delivers convenience with just a few taps on
your phone or touch screen
Enjoy easy communication with your family,
convenient management of your blinds and
seamless access to the internet.

AUTOMATED BLINDS

Manage your blinds from your
mobile phones

SMART WINDOW
BLINDS
Automated window blinds
allow you to open or close
your blinds, at the same time
or individually, with a simple
touch of a button.

When paired with smart
lighting, smart blinds can help
maximize the amount of
daylight in your home to cut
down on electricity usage. For
example, opening the blinds
can trigger smart lighting to
turn off, and vice versa.

Manage more devices
simultaneously.

WHOLE HOME
WIRELESS

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
The foundation of every smart home

A strong network foundation
will ensure that all of your
automated conveniences,
audio and video luxuries, and
security systems are reliable
and functioning optimally.
High-performance networks
are designed to be fast,
reliable, and customizable so
that every inch of your home
receives a strong and
consistent signal capable of
handling even the most
sophisticated types of
network traffic,

CONVENIENT COMMUNICATION
inside your home

HIGH DEFINITION INTERCOM
Whether you want to call everyone to
the table for dinner or see who is at
the front door, it’s simple and
convenient with our intercom.
With an incredibly fast connection
speed and high-definition
clarity, all of this functionality is
automatically enabled n
every touch screen in our Smart
Home.
Call any touch screen within your
home, whether to
check in on the kids or bring everyone
together.
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